New Children’s Books @ PPL – September 2022
Juvenile Nonfiction
Prisoners of Geography: Our World Explained in 12 Simple Maps (Illustrated Young
Reader’s Edition), Tim Marshall, art by Grace Easton and Jessica Smith
The secret world history written in the mountains, rivers, and seas that shape every country’s politics,
economy, and international relations—and our own lives—is revealed in this illustrated young readers
edition of Prisoners of Geography, the million-copy international bestseller. History is a story—and it’s
impossible to tell the whole tale without understanding the setting.

Evolution of Amphibians, Andrea Pelleschi
Evolution of Birds, Carol Hand
Evolution of Fish, Carol Hand
Evolution of Insects, Christine Evans
Evolution of Mammals, Sue Bradford Edwards
Evolution of Reptiles, Sue Bradford Edwards
This series explores how the process of evolution resulted in the animals we know
today. Each book examines a major group of animals, with titles on amphibians,
birds, fish, insects, mammals, and reptiles. The books trace the evolutionary history
of these groupings as far back as possible, examining not only what we know but
how we know it.

The NBA Encyclopedia for Kids, Brendan Flynn
The NFL Encyclopedia for Kids, Brendan Flynn
Alongside both historic and recent photographs, readers will learn about each NBA and NFL team's
history, greatest seasons, greatest players, and team records. In addition, each book offers an indepth introduction about the sport's history, a section on star players, and information on the
statistical leaders in various categories.

Biggest Baddest Book of Beasts, Anders Hanson and Melissa Mann
Biggest Baddest Book of Bugs, Anders Hanson and Melissa Mann
Biggest Baddest Book of Caves, Alex Kuskowski
Biggest Baddest Book of Flight, Mary Elizabeth Salzmann
Biggest Baddest Book of Ghosts, Aaron DeYoe
Biggest Baddest Book of Monsters, Anders Hanson and Melissa Mann
Biggest Baddest Book of Sea Creatures, Jen Schoeller
Biggest Baddest Book of Space, Jen Schoeller
Biggest Baddest Book of Storms, Mary Elizabeth Salzmann
Super Sea Creatures: Sting Rays, Gail Terp
Give kids a chance to swim with the fishes at the bottom of the sea, explore the cosmos, dive into the dark world of caves and more.
The exciting topics and facts in the Biggest, Baddest Books series are sure to engage readers.

The Radium Girls: The Scary But True Story of the Poison that Made People Glow in the
Dark, Kate Moore Explore the unbelievable true story of America's glowing girls and their fight for justice in
the young readers edition of the New York Times and USA Today bestseller. This enthralling new edition includes
all-new material, including a glossary, timeline, and dozens of bonus photos. Amid the excitement of the early
twentieth century, hundreds of young women spend their days hard at work painting watch dials with glow-inthe-dark radium paint. The painters consider themselves lucky—until they start suffering from a mysterious
illness. As the corporations try to cover up a shocking secret, these shining girls suddenly find themselves at the
center of a deadly scandal. The Radium Girls: Young Readers Edition tells the unbelievable true story of these
incredible women, whose determination to fight back saved countless lives.

Realistic Fiction

The Door of No Return, Kwame Alexander
Dreams are today's answers for tomorrow's questions in this novel in verse. 11-year-old Kofi Offin dreams of water.
Its mysterious, immersive quality. The rich, earthy scent of the current. The clearness, its urgent whisper that
beckons with promises and secrets... Kofi has heard the call on the banks of Upper Kwanta, in the village where he
lives. He loves these things above all else: his family, the fireside tales of his father's father, a girl named Ama, and,
of course, swimming. Some say he moves like a minnow, not just an ordinary boy so he's hoping to finally prove
himself in front of Ama and his friends in a swimming contest against his older, stronger cousin. But before this can
take place, a festival comes to the villages of Upper and Lower Kwanta and Kofi's brother is chosen to represent
Upper Kwanta in the wrestling contest. Encircled by cheering spectators and sounding drums, the two wrestlers
from different villages kneel, ready to fight. You are only fine, until you are not. The match is over before it has
barely begun, when the unthinkable-a sudden death-occurs... The river does not care how grown you are. As his world turns upside
down, Kofi soon ends up in a fight for his life. What happens next will send him on a harrowing journey across land and sea, and
away from everything he loves.

Attack of the Black Rectangles, A. S. King
When Mac first opens his classroom copy of Jane Yolen's The Devil's Arithmetic and finds some words blacked out,
he thinks it must be a mistake. But then when he and his friends discover what the missing words are, he's outraged.
Someone in his school is trying to prevent kids from reading the full story. But who? Even though his unreliable dad
tells him to not get so emotional about a book (or anything else), Mac has been raised by his mom and grandad to
call out things that are wrong. He and his friends head to the principal's office to protest the censorship... but her
response doesn't take them seriously. So many adults want Mac to keep his words to himself. Mac's about to see the
power of letting them out.

Fantasy/Science Fiction
Children of the Fox (Thieves of Shadow #1)
From the bestselling author of the Blackthorn Key series, this magic-infused fantasy brings together a ragtag group
of kids to pull off a crime so difficult, countless adults have already tried and failed. Lured by the promise of more
money than they've ever dreamed of, five young criminals are hired to steal a heavily guarded treasure from the most
powerful sorcerer in the city. There's Callan the con artist, Meriel the expert at acrobatics (and knives!), Gareth the
researcher, Lachlan who can obtain anything, and Foxtail, whose mysterious eyeless mask doesn't hinder her ability
to climb walls like a spider. Though their shadowy backgrounds mean that they've never trusted anyone but themselves, the five must
learn to rely on each other in order to get the job done. But as Callan has been warned most of his life, it's best to stay away from
magic. It can turn on you at any moment, and make you think you're the one running the con game, when in reality you're the one
being fooled. Faced with these unsurmountable odds, can the friends pull off this legendary heist, or has their luck finally run out?

Graphic Novels
Fallout! (Sonic the Hedgehog, Vol. #1), Ian Flynn, art by Tracy Yardley, Adam
Bryce Thomas, Jennifer Hernandez, Evan Stanley
The Fate of Dr. Eggman (Sonic the Hedgehog, Vol. #2), Ian Flynn, art by Tracy
Yardley, Adam Bryce Thomas, Jennifer Hernandez, Evan Stanley
Vol. 1 The evil genius Dr. Eggman has been foiled--but the work of Sonic the Hedgehog isn't over
yet! In the aftermath of the latest epic battle, rogue robots continue to attack small villages around the
world. In order to succeed, Sonic will need the help of his friends Tails, Knuckles, and Amy, along
with some new and surprising allies. Vol. 2 Following their last battle, Dr. Eggman's been mysteriously absent from Sonic's life. What
shocking secret will Sonic discover when he learns the bad doctor's whereabouts? Plus, Sonic isn't the only one looking for Eggman-so's his old frenemy Shadow the Hedgehog! There are twists and turns in the course of this high-speed, action-packed mysteryadventure! But with a little help from his friends—including a new ally—Sonic's fast enough to overcome any obstacle!

Hermit Hill (Sueño Bay Adventures #3), Nancy Deas, art by Mike Deas
In the small village of Sueño Bay, famous for its mysterious crystals and legendary moon creatures, friends Ollie,
Jenna, Sleeves and Kay are building a go-kart for the annual Fall Fair competition. Living in the nearby hills are
tiny moon creatures, the Hivers, who play a crucial role in the health of the local mushroom crop. But the Hivers'
important job is interrupted when Sleeves, the youngest of the group, stumbles upon them. Feeling left out of the
go-kart project, Sleeves claims the Hivers as his loyal subjects and locks them away when he’s not around.
Without the Hivers, the island’s mushroom crop starts to take a turn for the worse. Stories say that the last person
who messed with the Hivers, the Hillside Hermit, was cursed to roam alone and never return to Sueño Bay. Is
Sleeves destined to suffer the same fate or can he and his friends return balance to the island in time?

Invisible, Christina Diaz Gonzalez, Christina Diaz, art by Gabriela Epstein
Can five overlooked and very different kids make one big difference? There's George: the brain Sara: the loner
Dayara: the tough kid Nico: the rich kid And Miguel: the athlete And they're stuck together when they're forced to
complete their school's community service hours. Although they're sure they have nothing in common with one
another, some people see them as all the same . . . just five Spanish-speaking kids. Then they meet someone who
truly needs their help, and they must decide whether they are each willing to expose their own secrets to help . . .
or if remaining invisible is the only way to survive middle school.

Treasure in the Lake, Jason Pamment
Grand adventure stories often begin where you least expect, Iris knows this because she's read them all. However,
as a thirteen-year-old stuck in the tiny country town of Bugden, real adventure seems a distant dream. That doesn't
bother Sam, Iris' best friend. For him, catching bugs and swimming in the lake is exciting enough. But when Iris
and Sam stumble upon an unusually dry river on the outskirts of town, they're led to a discovery beyond anything
Iris has read about: a hidden city, lost in time and shrouded in mystery. As they explore this once flooded relic, the
two unearth a forgotten tale of friendship and disaster that seems curiously familiar. Storm clouds gather as secrets
begin to surface. Can Iris and Sam uncover the truth in time to keep their friendship afloat, or will history repeat
and pull them apart forever?

The Tryout, Christina Soontornvat, art by Joanna Cacao
Trying out for middle school cheerleader means: performing in the giant school gym, with the whole school
watching, and risking total humiliation! If Christina can make it through this, she can make it through anything!
As one of the only Asian American kids in her small Texas town, Christina just wants to fit in. Luckily, her best
friend, Megan, who is Iranian American, can totally relate. The two girls have always been inseparable and relish
creating elaborate fantasy worlds together. But middle school is a reality-check, and suddenly popularity is way
more important than playing pretend. When cheerleading tryouts are announced, Christina and Megan literally
jump at the chance to join the squad. But does fitting in actually equal belonging? Will they survive the terrifying
tryouts? And most importantly, will their friendship withstand the pressures of heated competition and
rivalry?

Picture Books and Board Books

When Aidan Became a Brother, Kyle Lukoff, art by Kaylani Juanita
This sweet #ownvoices picture book celebrates the changes in a transgender boy's life, from his initial
coming-out to becoming a big brother. Winner of the 2020 Stonewall Book Award! When Aidan was
born, everyone thought he was a girl. His parents gave him a pretty name, his room looked like a girl's
room, and he wore clothes that other girls liked wearing. After he realized he was a trans boy, Aidan and
his parents fixed the parts of life that didn't fit anymore, and he settled happily into his new life. Then Mom and Dad announce that
they're going to have another baby, and Aidan wants to do everything he can to make things right for his new sibling from the
beginning--from choosing the perfect name to creating a beautiful room to picking out the cutest onesie. But what does "making things
right" actually mean? And what happens if he messes up? With a little help, Aidan comes to understand
that mistakes can be fixed with honesty and communication, and that he already knows the most
important thing about being a big brother: how to love with his whole self.

The Most Magnificent Idea, Ashley Spires
It’s the long-awaited sequel to the runaway bestseller The Most Magnificent Thing! The girl in this story,
with her dog at her side, loves to make things. Her brain, she says, is an “idea machine,” so full of ideas
that she can hardly keep up. But then one day … it isn’t. All of a sudden, the girl can’t come up with a
single idea for what to make. She tries everything: brainstorming, gathering new supplies, even jumping
up and down on one foot to shake an idea loose. But, nothing. The girl realizes, with no ideas taking up
space in her brain, it’s filling with sad instead. What if she never has another idea again?

Hello, World: How Do Apples Grow?, Jill McDonald
Young children love to eat apples and go to orchards. Here's a Hello, World! board book that teaches toddlers
all about how apples grow—from seed to sapling to tree to applesauce. Hello, World! is a series designed to
introduce first nonfiction concepts to babies and toddlers. Told in clear and easy terms ("Apple seeds start to
grow when they are planted in soil and given sunlight, water, and fresh air") and featuring bright, cheerful
illustrations, Hello, World! is a perfect way to bring science, nature, and culture into the busy world of a
toddler, where learning never stops.

